
 



 

 



 

  

 

 

So, you’re looking to make some money online? I’m going to show you 
one of the easiest ways to do it. 

Setting up my new website took me 30 minutes. Once I had my articles 
ready I was set to get things rolling. 

With the combination of a good niche, Adsense and even a cheap 
Clickbank ebook thrown in, you will be surprised at how much these 
quick and easy websites make. 

These sites are so simple and high converting that your competitors will 
be drooling over it. 

Let’s get started. 

 

 

What You Need For Adsense Domination 

 Hosting and Domain 
 A nice WordPress theme 
 Articles 
 Adsense account 
 Images 



 

 

Get Some Hosting And a REAL Domain. 

One thing you need is a real domain. Domains like mysite.weebly.com 
just simply don’t work, save it for the link building. 

Now you need a sweet hosting package. I use Bluehost, It’s $3.95 a 
month so I can’t complain about that. 

Want to know the best part? 

You get a free domain, so no messing around with weak and unappealing 
domains like mentioned above. 

Once at Bluehost I suggest using the starter plan to begin with. 

 

 



 

Once selected you want to choose your free domain. You want an easy 
to read domain, it doesn’t need to be the keyword. We’re going to be 
doing SEO on the inner pages so an exact match domain isn’t needed. 
Still keep it related. 

 

  

After you’ve gone through the payment section you want to login to the 
cPanel (emailed to you). Scroll down and find “Install WordPress” Click it 
and watch the magic happen. 

 

 

 

 



 

Now click Credentials. 

 

  

This part is very Important. Save the credentials because you need them 
to login. You can change them in the settings sections once logged into 
WordPress. 

Now go to mysite.com/wp-admin and login. 

 

 

 



 

You’re now on the way to creating a kickass high converting Adsense 
website. 

This would be a good time to install some basic plugins. This is what I 
currently have installed, keep it simple and don’t overload on plugins. 

You also need to go to Settings > Permalinks and change it to what I have 
in the image below. 

 

 
 

 

 



 

Finding a Clean Theme 

This could make or break your Adsense website. The aim for this site is to 
have all focus on the adverts. You want a clean theme with no clutter. 
I’m taking VERY basic. 

I use a free theme called “Great” from My Theme Shop for the website 
I’m about to show you. 

Install the theme by going to Settings > Themes > upload theme. upload 
the zip file you downloaded. 

Most themes come with a bunch of clutter in the sidebar, get rid of all 
that for now. 

 

Building The Beast 

Now it’s time to start creating the website. 

Go to the post section and “Add New”. iWriter is a place where you will 
get articles for your website. I only add 3 to start off with, I want to make 
sure I can rank it first before adding more. 

Set a featured image for all articles and make them look appealing. Since 
the sites basic we need something to make it look half decent. 

 

 

https://mythemeshop.com/themes/great/


 

You should have something like this. (hopefully with better spelling than 
me haha) 

 

 



 

In the sidebar, you only want the “Recent Post” widget and your Adsense 
advert. For more income, you can add a Clickbank product like I have 
above the Google advert. 

You will also notice I have no dates on the post, get rid of them ASAP. 
People tend to click out off a website with old content, without a date it 
looks updated. 

This has increased CTR dramatically on one of my students websites. 

For this theme go to Great > Styles Editor > Custom.css and paste this 
code to delete the date. 

.post-date { 
display: none; 
} 

 

All Focus On The Articles 

Since I’m building links for each article for the specific keyword most of 
the traffic will be landing on the article first. 

This means that the articles need to be Adsense optimized for maximum 
click through rates. 

Download a plugin called “WP Simple Adsense Insertion” and install it. 

Go to Settings > Adsense Insertion and paste in your Adsence code. You 
will then have a short code on the left. 

 

 



 

Now you just paste that twice in your articles with a custom size banner. 

To add adverts to the side bar download a plugin called “Enhance Text” 
then add it to the sidebar with the code. 

 

 



 

Adding The Special Ingredients 

So now what? 

Now that you have a simple and effective site you need to do some SEO. 

You should have done some keyword research already so now would be 
a good time to optimize the pages for each keyword. 

The first thing I wanted to do before I get into the research was find a 
product. 

For one of my websites I made the decision to go with piano lessons. 

This was what I promoted.  

I use Long Tail Pro for most of my research because I can check the 
competition quickly. 

Don’t use Google Keyword Planner for Competition. 

I’m going to simply open up Long Tail Pro and throw some words in. 

 

 



 

I’ve used 

 Piano lessons 
 learn how 
 how to 
 Playing piano 

I would recommend trying different variations and doing more than one 
search. 

I’ve added 200 minimum local searches and a minimum of 4 words. I 
then scroll to the bottom and hit “Generate” 

 

 

 



 

 

Let’s Look At The Results 

I’ve found the keyword “piano lessons for kids” I like to go with keyword 
competition below 28 so 19 is perfect for me. Take the competition 
metric as a guideline only. I do my real analysis manually. 

 

Next I take a look at the top 10 in Long Tail Pro. 

 

Wait!, It now says 32 KC? 

This is why I say use it with a grain of salt…. I only use it as a guide. I’m 
still going with 19 to make me feel better haha. 

In this picture all I really worry about is the titles and the Page links in the 
red section.  

Those titles are average, I can do better. I’ve marked the ones in blue 
that use our keyword.. the rest don’t. 



 

 

Time To Check Out The Competition 

This is where the real work begins. I would check out the video to see 
what I do. 

You want to make sure you have Moz Bar, It’s a browser extension. 

Put the keyword in google and analyze the top 10. I’m going to do two 
for this article. 

Look at this! These are in 5th and 6th position and they aren’t optimized 
at all, number 5 doesn’t even have the keywords in the title or URL. 

Notice the word “children”? You could also add this into your article to 
help you rank for other terms. 

 

 

Now look at what I’m up against, Both sites looks like this…. Basic and 

simple. Very easy to outrank, google will show you the love if you can do 

better. 

 

 



 

His main keyword looks like “piano lessons for children” yet Google is 

showing it in “piano lessons for kids”. Below is all he has on his page, 

dead simple to outrank. 

 

So that’s what you need to look for when checking out the top 10, weak 
websites. 

Please keep in mind that you should change your IP when searching. If 
you want to rank in google USA then you should be using a USA IP when 
checking out the top 10. I use Hide My Ass. 

Why is this important? Well, Google tries to personalize the search. 
When someone does a search Google finds the best results based on the 
person’s country and search terms. If you live in the UK and you want to 
rank in the US but check your top 10 with a UK IP you will get UK results… 
you want to be checking the USA competition, not UK. 

 

 



 

This will not affect how people search for your site in the future, this is 

just for checking out the competition. You will still show up worldwide if 

you rank, depends on the person’s search term of course. 

It’s not over just yet, now we should be checking the backlinks of our 
competition. 

I always check the backlinks to every site I want to out rank. I use SEO 
SpyGlass. The free version works fine. 

When you start it up put in the URL when asked then click finish. Things 
might look over whelming, but you can filter them out in the top bar. 

I’m looking for spam, anything Chinese, Russian or similar. This indicates 
to me that they might have had some poor SEO done. 

 

Now, there is one thing I love about SEO SpyGass. It makes replicating 

backlinks easy. 

 

 



 

All I need to do is scroll down and check out all the backlinks, they can be 
simple blog comments or a forum post. All I need to do is replicate that 
backlink. 

If there is a blog comment on a blog about “piano lesson” all I would 
need to do is leave a blog comment on the same blog. Even if it was a no 
follow link, diversity is always good. 

So, while I’m checking the competition I look for backlink opportunities 
at the same time. This is very time-consuming, but it could make or break 
your affiliate site. 

Now, let’s get back to my first website (niche).  

Go for easy keywords. 

For the site above I have 3 keywords that I’m going to “test rank”. That’s 
when I test the rankings first to make sure I can rank and I’m not wasting 
my time. 

 KW 1 – 700 searches per month 
 KW 2 – 700 searches per month 
 KW 2 – 580 searches per month 

Total searches 1,980, now that’s not a lot, but it starts to become a lot if 
you succeed with the test rank. 

I’ll end up with around 8 articles total and should be something like 7000 
total searches a month. 

 

 



 

You want to build backlinks to the articles for now. Just like this. 

 mysite.com/kw1 
 mysite.com/kw2 
 mysite.com/kw3 

Build links to those URLs and it’s all uphill from here on out. If you have 
an easy niche and some backlinks you should see it skyrocket at a decent 
speed. 

Alternative is to use the silo structure by linking the pages and sending 
the link juice to the home page. This then spreads it out to the other 
pages if it’s been siloed correctly. 

This is more of an advanced technique so for this site I’ll be sending link 
juice to each page. Either way it’s still a good idea to link pages with 
interlinking. 

 

Show Me The Money 

Since this site is designed to make money. 

How much can you make? 

I’ve done some calculations based off some of my old sites and my 
students current sites. 

Based off a CPC of around $1.30 my site above will make around $220-
280 a month. 

 

 



 

 

Now if you add a Clickbank item you can expect to triple that with ease, 
if you rank high for a good total amount of searches. 

These numbers aren’t groundbreaking but imagine if you ranked 10 little 
sites like this? That’s full-on passive income every month! 

I have heard of people growing sites like this bigger, targeting more 
keywords and making up to $150 a day now. For this you would need a 
decent niche with lot’s of good keywords. 

 

Final Words 

Well, there you have it. You can build a dead simple site that converts 
once you bring in traffic. 

Having 1 or 2 sites isn’t a huge money maker but if you get the first site 
ranking, it will become your new addiction…. trust me on that one. 

Imagine if you started to build up huge numbers? I’m talking 30+ little 
sites that rank. 

Why not 100? 

Large amounts of money to be made if it’s upscaled to more sites. 

Time for me to go put some work in and get this little sucker ranked. No 
doubt I’ll be back with the results. 

 

 

 


